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The Honorable Bill Cassidy
United States Senate
703 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Brian Schatz
United States Senate
722 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senators Cassidy and Schatz:
The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) is pleased to offer its
support for the Public Health Emergency Response and Accountability Act, S.
3280. The bipartisan legislation would provide a necessary mechanism for the
rapid and effective distribution of resources to address future public health
emergencies. As the legislation moves forward, we request that you consider
additional funding triggers to make certain that varying types of public health
emergencies are covered. IDSA also strongly urges Congress to fully fund this
legislation so that its full potential can be realized when needed.
IDSA represents over 10,000 infectious diseases physicians and scientists
devoted to patient care, prevention, public health, education, and research in
the area of infectious diseases. Many of our members are on the front lines of
government response efforts during public health emergencies. During these
periods, they have too often seen the health of individual patients and the
health security of broader communities jeopardized by delays in federal
funding.
Over the last two years, the United States and nations around the globe have
been confronted by public health emergencies that required an immediate and
well-coordinated government response. However, experts at agencies such as
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National
Institutes of Health were often left without adequate tools to respond. Despite
bipartisan recognition of the need to act, Congress and the Administration
struggled to come to agreement on supplemental resources to combat the Ebola
and Zika viruses. The bills that were ultimately approved fell well short of the
funds requested. What’s more, Congress took nearly eight months to pass a bill
to address the Zika virus, as new locally-acquired cases were reported in U.S.
territories and communities in south Florida.
The Federal response to the ongoing Zika virus is the latest demonstration of
the need for passage of the Public Health Emergency Response and
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Accountability Act. The funding that the Administration requested was intended to enable
federal, state, tribal and local government agencies to undertake a wide range of activities to
combat the spread of the Zika virus and prevent the life-altering birth defects that often
follow. More specifically, resources were requested to speed the development of a vaccine;
facilitate testing among pregnant women and others; and ensure that states and communities
could support vector control, improve surveillance, and educate residents about protecting
themselves. Funding would also support prevention and response efforts abroad, as infectious
diseases do not respect national borders. These efforts were slowed by the delay in
congressional approval, unnecessarily risking the health of the public. Additionally, resources
were diverted from ongoing public health work such as the response to Ebola to help fund
initial activities to deal with the Zika virus.
The spread of infectious diseases has become increasingly difficult to control as the world
becomes more interconnected. Further, changes in climate pose new challenges for infectious
diseases professionals. The speed with which emerging infectious diseases spread makes clear
the need for the Public Health Emergency Fund that is proposed in your legislation.
The creation of a Public Health Emergency Fund would enable federal agencies to, at a
minimum, move forward with initial prevention and response activities in a manner that
aggressively promotes health and save lives. While the legislation authorizes a necessary
mechanism for the rapid distribution of funding during a public health emergency,
appropriations are needed to achieve the goal. We appreciate that the bill allows the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (HHS) to trigger use of the fund through declaration of a
public health emergency. However, we note that neither outbreaks of Ebola virus disease or
the Zika virus were formally declared public health emergencies. Going forward, language
permitting a broader set of triggers may be helpful to make certain that funds are made
available as soon as an emergency confronts the nation. Additional triggers could include
activation of the CDC Emergency Operations Center or declaration of a public health
emergency by the World Health Organization. Lastly, we are pleased that the bill provides
HHS with the authority to utilize flexible transaction and hiring mechanisms. Such authority
is particularly important to provide resources to communities in a timely manner.
We believe that passage of your bill would go a long way towards addressing unforeseen
infectious diseases threats that emerge. Once again, we thank you for your leadership in the
area of public health. If we can be of assistance to your efforts to advance the legislation
please contact Jonathan Nurse, IDSA Director of Government Relations, at
jnurse@idsociety.org or (703) 299-0202.
Sincerely,

William G. Powderly, MD, FIDSA
President, IDSA

